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Course Overview 
Inventory is a fundamental business asset that takes up a large amount of cash. Proper scheduling and 
tools are required to make sure that enough inventory is used to meet a specific objective. Proper 
management delivers the tools considered necessary to utilize sufficient inventory to guarantee high levels 
of customer service, while avoiding unnecessary inventory levels that can cause loss for a business. 
 
It covers various topics including policies, materials scheduling, procurement and the supply chain, 
warehouse, distribution, production actions, record correctness, warehousing efficiencies, and 
measurements, etc. Having warehouse and Inventory management certification is easy way to get good 
progress.  
  

Course Outline 

 A brief on Nature to Warehouse & Inventory  

 Inventory and warehouse strategy, layout design and flow 

 Warehouse security strategy  

 Inventory Categorization 

 Stock control and materials requirement planning (MRP) 

 Recognizing and falling inventory 

 Stock credentials 

 Stock evaluation and methods concerned  

 Storage systems and selecting optimal storage mode 

 Warehousing Efficiencies 

  
Course duration 3 Months OR as per your requirement | Flexible and dependent on your time 

frame and need  
  

Entry Requirements A Success Oriented Personality 
  

Certification London City University, will award an approved diploma at the end of 

course training. You will get 100% guaranteed certificate.   
Mode of application      Fill an application form, send copies of your national ID card or passport       

as well as educational documents and forward to info@cvwarehouse.ae 
and get 50% discount on all courses offered by London City University 

  
Course Assessment London City University will give you an assessment on a monthly basis. This 

makes a total of three assignments, all scenario case study based activities. 
Students are expected to solve them and turn them in online via email. 

 Each assignment carries a 20 percent score. The final online exam carries a 
40 percent score, to make a total of One Hundred Percent.   
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